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ABSTRACT 

Modern information technology (IT) both at the hardware (e.g. sensors, communication satellites, etc.) 
and platform (e.g. Web 2.0) levels facilitates the generation and sharing of data many times the volume 
of data organizations have typically used. The resulting data through social media (online forums, 
weblogs, tweets, etc.), smart grid (climate and energy), health care (clinical and research) and financial 
transactions can be consider “big data” as they have high volume, high velocity, high variety, and high 
veracity. In this research, we explore the enabling technologies for big data management.  
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
Big data refers to not only data that is too big for a conventional system to handle, but also moving very 
fast (velocity) and not readily structured in a usable way (variety) [3]. Companies face two challenges 
associated with "Big Data". Data storage costs that were a small fraction of total IT costs in the past 
have increased enormously due to unstructured data and data streaming [1]. More importantly, 
transforming large amounts of data into usable knowledge is critical for product/service differentiation 
and competitive advantage [4]. The IT function should explore, evaluate, and, where appropriate, deploy 
relevant new technologies in order to achieve valuable analytical insights from the growing volume and 
variety of data sources [8]. Below we summarize some relevant technology and management trends. 
 

BIG DATA TRENDS 
 
A key big data management requirement is to understand and navigate federated sources to discover 
data. In the conventional data warehouse or relational database management systems, data is stored in a 
structured/organized way using a schema. This makes it easier to query and analyze the data, but 
requires strict definition of a schema prior to storing data, and changing the schema once data is inserted 
is extremely disruptive. However, “big data” needs to be organized as it is read and retrieved for 
analysis, and application developers need to constantly and rapidly incorporate new types of data to 
enrich their applications. Data scientists use such data within and outside the organization, in a real-time 
basis, to solve business problems using scientific methods. Therefore, the Big Data architecture should 
support real-time integration of data and tools. As a result, new big data technologies that discover, 
index, search, and navigate diverse sources of big data have emerged. They enable organizations to 
process volumes of data, which used to be not practical to store, to get insight from, and to respond to. 

These current dominant Big Data technologies are Apache’s Hadoop and No-SQL databases [7, 9]. No-
SQL model is flexible in that it easily accommodates new data types, and it is not disrupted by content 
structure changes from third-party data providers. No-SQL databases are very efficient in real-time data 



capture as well as in contextual search to provide for better analytical capability. For the data analyst, 
this more agile approach can often lead to earlier insights into the data.  
 
Hadoop is a software framework for data intensive distributed applications [9], based on work at Google 
in the area of parallel processing. The Map-Reduce framework allows analysis to be brought to the data 
in a distributed and highly scalable fashion, and the Hadoop ecosystem includes a wide range of tools to 
simplify analysis or manage data more generally [2]. While Hadoop offers native capabilities to analyze 
data as well as a wide range of analysis tools, it is more typically used as a preparatory step. Data may 
be selected, transformed and enhanced before it is moved to a relational setting and combined with 
additional corporate data where more interactive analysis can be performed. At that point, it is critical to 
effectively use data analytics to improve competitive advantage. Modern IT architecture should provide 
for ways to filter weblogs to understand e-commerce behavior, derive sentiment from social media, and 
build statistical correlation between customer, product, manufacturing, or engineering data. Fort this, a 
broad range of techniques such as data mining, statistical and graphical analysis, and text analytics are 
used. The ability to apply these on huge volumes of structured data requires massive parallel processing 
data warehouses and purpose-built applications for sophisticated analytics. Streaming data presents the 
added challenge of quickly analyzing, and acting upon data while it is still moving.  
 

CONCLUSION 
 
Organizations need to reconsider both their existing business models and information technology 
infrastructure to adopt new approaches, tools, insights, and different ways of working to be faster, more 
productive, and more efficient. Information systems must be agile enough to accommodate a wide 
variety of data and seamlessly integrate with diverse technologies such as Hadoop while preserving the 
privacy of data sources. Big Data technologies, considerations, and decisions should also be added to the 
IT governance program. We believe, going forward, organizations should strive to achieve this through 
automated data integration and governance at the point of data capture in a real-time manner. 
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